(1) Absolutive P as host:
Peat'mat-aa axcha='a danna, aara-veal-ar Muusaa P-DAT money=& D.give.CVant out-V.go-WP Musa 'Musa gave Peat'mat money and went out.'
(2) First bipartite stem element as host:
Shok='a tiexaa shljeapa dwalu cuo whistle=& strike.CVant (R) hat give.back 3s.ERG 'He whistles to him and gives back the hat.' (3) Oblique object as host: molla-n nawar-aga='a vaxaa axcha hwa-diixaad cuo mullah-GEN door-all=& V.go.CVant money here-D.ask. nw.D 3s.ERG '…he went to the mullah's house and asked for his money back.' (GhF) So far this has remained the best and only firm example of a Type 5 clitic. We found that an identical construction, with a functionally identical (but not cognate) clitic, occurs in all the Andic languages (Nakh-Daghestanian: Daghestanian branch, Avar-Andic-Tsezic subbranch; adjacent to Chechen). In Godoberi core serialization "one of the NP's (normally the nominative NP) is marked with the particle -la" (Kibrik 2005:198) and similarly for Bagwalal. We reviewed all examples of chaining and all texts in both grammars, and find that the construction uses the same basic converbs and has the same conjunct categories and obligatory argument sharing as in Chechen and Ingush, and the clitic is a Type 5 clitic enclitic on the direct object if one is present, otherwise a preverb, otherwise a reduplicate; the main clause is often verb-initial. Bagwalal examples are (7)- (12) (Kibrik 2001) . be 'When the bulls lost the ability to walk, they (three people from Xushtada) became afraid, and thinking that behind there were people (from Kvanada), leaving them behind right where they were, they went off to their own village. ' (2.25) Avar is adjacent and a close sister to the Andic languages, and standard Avar (Bokarev 1949 :220-221, Alekseev & Ataev 1998 , Uslar 1889 ) has a pattern very similar to ChechenIngush and Andic; the clitic is =gi. For other nearby sister languages we found less consistency with the Nakh-Andic pattern. In southern Avar (Chadakolob, Antsukh dialect) (Kibrik 1981:141.20 .46-47), whether with same or different subject, and even with overt arguments in the clause, in these elicited examples the anterior converb is always reduplicated.
Tsezic subbranch of Avar-Andic-Tsezic: Clitic =no 'and' can occur on one or another word in a converb or main clause; often on more than one word per clause; in different-subject (non-coreferential) clauses as well as same-subject clauses. Probably no reduplication. (Based on quick survey of Kibrik 1979 -81, van den Berg 1995 Lak (isolate branch of Daghestanian): The clitic =gu 'and' has similar functions (V. Friedman, p.c.) .; examples surveyed suggest few or no constraints on host. No reduplication examples found. The clitic is nearly identical to Avar and a likely loan.
Geographically more distant sisters generally have converb chaining but but not specifically core chaining (no conjunct categories, no obligatory sharing), and they have no chaining clitic and no reduplication in chaining (e.g. Ic'ari Dargi: Sumbatova & Mutalov 2003:176, 187-8 core chaining and nothing analogous to the clitic. In the entire Caucasus, verb + subject order in chain-final clauses is apparently unique to Chechen, Ingush, Avar, and Andic core chaining (survey underway at this writing).
A clitic type this rare, this heavily constrained, and packaged with a rare word order should hardly be a good candidate for diffusion, but it must have diffused among these languages. The likely source is Avar, which has been the local lingua franca for some centuries. But while Tsezic languages have yielded to Avar more than Andic languages have, Avar and
